SUITABLE FOR LARGE OPENINGS

COST EFFECTIVE OPTION

VIRTUALLY ANY DOOR

COLLAPSES NEATLY

INTEGRATED WITH...

MORE STABLE

LESS SAGGING

BACKED BY A FIVE YEAR WARRANTY

LaCANTINA DOOR

LaCANTINA DOORS’ PLEATED SCREENS
INTEGRATED FRAME AND SCREEN

RETROFIT SCREEN KIT

FEATURES

IN-STOCK OPTIONS

INSECT MESH

CLEAR ANODIZED BRONZE ANODIZED WHITE BLACK

FRAME SIZING OPTION

MINIMUM 35 7/16" 23 5/8"
MAXIMUM 177 7/8" 126"
MINIMUM 70 7/8" 23 5/8"
MAXIMUM 354 3/16" 126"

PLEATED SCREEN FRAMES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO FORMATS – THE INTEGRATED FRAME AND SCREEN KIT PERFECT SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO PROVIDE A COMPLETE FOLDING DOOR AND SCREENING SYSTEM FOR AFTERMARKET INSTALLATION TO ANY DOOR OR WINDOW.

THE 3” INCH INTEGRATED FRAME IS SUITABLE FOR MOST ANY EXISTING DOOR OR WINDOW. ORDER A RETRACTABLE SCREEN KIT, WHICH IS AVAILABLE IN A Range OF STOCK MESH SIZES AND FRAME FORMATS. PROVIDING THE ON SITE FLEXIBILITY TO CUT THE SCREEN AND FRAME TO FIT ANY DOOR OR WINDOW, DESIGNED TO BE INSTALLED WITHIN YOUR DOOR FRAME ITSELF OR SURFACE MOUNTED.

STANDARD SCREEN SILL
LOW-PROFILE SCREEN SILL

THE 3” INCH INTEGRATED FRAME IS SUITABLE FOR MOST ANY EXISTING DOOR OR WINDOW. ORDER A RETRACTABLE SCREEN KIT, WHICH IS AVAILABLE IN A Range OF STOCK MESH SIZES AND FRAME FORMATS. PROVIDING THE ON SITE FLEXIBILITY TO CUT THE SCREEN AND FRAME TO FIT ANY DOOR OR WINDOW, DESIGNED TO BE INSTALLED WITHIN YOUR DOOR FRAME ITSELF OR SURFACE MOUNTED.
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